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Abstract 
Gravity currents occur when fluids of different density are brought together.   When gravity currents travel down a uniform slope,  
buoyancy effects become more important and changes the physical dynamics of its motion. In the present paper, we report data 
from full three-dimensional direct numerical simulation of gravity currents propagating down a uniform slope. Our data shows 
that in most cases, the gravity current evolve to a shape that is similar to a triangular wedge.  The physical mechanisms leading to 
formation of this triangular shape and the dynamics of such a structure is presented 
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1. Introduction 
Gravity are relevant in many engineering applications such as the dispersion of hazardous gas cloud or the 
spillage heavy chemicals from marine vehicles. Gravity currents are also the chief mechanism responsible for 
backdraft, when oxygen is suddenly introduced to a fire trapped in an enclosure and is a real threat to firefighters 
([1]).   Another example of gravity current are powder-snow avalanches where the entrainment of heavier fine 
grained snow maintains a density difference between the avalanche and ambient air enabling the powder-snow 
avalanche to reach velocities as high as 100m/s ([2]). 
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Nomenclature 
ࢎഥ   equivalent height 
ܘ non-dimensional pressure 
ૉ non-dimensional density 
ܝ non-dimensional velocity field 
uF velocity of front of gravity current 
܄૙כ dimensional initial volume 
xF position of front of gravity current 
Laboratory experiments ([3,4]) and numerical simulations ([5,6,7]) of finite release gravity currents in 
canonical setups (axisymmetric and planar releases on horizontal boundaries) reveal that in general, a gravity current 
transitions through four main stages. A single, short lived, initial acceleration phase at the end of which the current 
attains its maximum velocity. A slumping phase succeeds the acceleration phase, it is characterized with a roughly 
uniform front height and a front speed that is constant or nearly constant. Following the slumping phase, the current 
transitions into the self-similar inertial phase where the front velocity decreases as a power law ([8]). Finally, 
viscous forces become important and a second self-similar regime is observed, termed the viscous phase. Here again 
the current’s front velocity decays as a power law, however at a faster rate than in the inertial phase ([8]).  
For gravity currents travelling down a slope, most of the studies thus far have concentrated on “planar” release 
([7,9]) currents. Experimental study of such a current ([9]) showed that its properties are predominantly two-
dimensional and its statistics are homogeneous in the spanwise direction.  Entrainment effects are significant and the 
head of the gravity current increases in size as it travels down the slope. With the advent of supercomputers, 
researchers can now conduct high fidelity simulations of “planar” current traveling down a slope. Using DNS data, 
[10] assessed the validity of using thermal theory to predict the properties of the gravity current head.  
For a “circular” release travelling down a uniform slope, the dynamics of the gravity current is quite different 
to a “planar” current.  The current shape is altered as buoyancy and the sloping surface break the axisymmetry and 
makes the large-scale flow fully three-dimensional.  Such flow consideration has many practical relevance such as 
powder-snow avalanches and turbidity currents driven by mud slides.  Even so, studies of three-dimensional 
currents propagating down a uniform slope are relatively scarce. Theoretical investigations have been conducted by 
[11] who predicted that the gravity current will assume a self-similar circular wedge shape. [12] expanded on the 
study by [11] to include the effects of entrainment. [13] carried out experiments and showed that contrary to the 
prediction of [11], the gravity current takes on a shape that is more akin to a triangular wedge. 
In the present manuscript, we report data from fully-resolved three-dimensional direct numerical simulation 
(DNS) of Boussinesq gravity currents propagating down a uniform slope starting from a truncated cylinder initial 
shape.  
2. Direct numerical simulation 
2.1. Numerical model 
The configuration of the simulation is designed to mimic the experimental study of [13].  We model the release 
a finite amount of heavy fluid into an ambient environment of lighter fluid on a sloping boundary. We assume the 
density difference is small and use the Boussinesq approximation.  The non-dimensional system of equations 
governing the evolution of the flow can be written as  
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Here, ܝ, ɏ, ,  represent the divergence free non-dimensional velocity field, density, and pressure respectively. The 
non-dimensional density ɏ is defined as 
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The asterisk denotes a dimensional quantity and the variablesɏכ, ɏୟכ , and ɏୡ଴כ  represent the local, ambient, and initial 
heavy fluid densities, respectively. Therefore, the value of ɏ remains bounded between Ͳ and ͳ. The dimensionless 
pressure is given by 
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where כ and כ denote the local dimensional pressure and velocity scale, respectively.܍܏ is a unit vector pointing 
in the direction of gravity and the Schmidt, , and Reynods number, , are defined as 
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whereɋכ and Ɉכ represent the kinematic viscosity and molecular diffusivity of the current. We follow [13] and 
define the length scaleȦכ, the velocity scaleכ, and the time scale כ as 
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where଴כ is the initial volume of heavy fluid in the truncated cylinder, and כ denotes the gravitational acceleration. 
Equations (1) – (3) are solved using a spectral code ([8]). In the wall normal, -direction, no slip boundary 
condition is used for the velocity field at the bottom wall and a free slip boundary condition is used at the top wall. 
Periodic boundary conditions are used for all variables in the streamwise, ݔ , and spanwise, ݕ, directions. This 
implies that a periodic array of gravity currents is being simulated. Hence, care must be taken to ensure that these 
currents do not interact as we are interested in the development of an isolated gravity current. The length of the 
domain in the spanwise direction is chosen to ascertain that there is uninterrupted development of the gravity current.  
As for the density field, zero gradient conditions are enforced at the top and bottom boundaries.  
Trial and error have shown that using a domain size of Lx=18 and Ly=15 is sufficient to ensure that there is no 
side “contamination” from the spanwise periodic boundary conditions. Simulations were carried out at Re=5000 and 
a grid resolution of (Nx,Ny,Nz)=(700,600,201) and slope angle T=5°, 10°, 15°, and 20ι.  The value of the Schmidt 
number is taken as unity for all simulations.  In the experiments of [13], the Schmidt number is much greater than 1.  
However, [14] have shown that the Schmidt number only has a small effect on the dynamics and structure of the 
gravity current, provided the Reynolds number is high enough (O(104)).  For smaller Reynolds number, diffusion 
effects will influence the mixing and front velocity of the gravity current. The time step is chosen such that the 
Courant number is always less thanͲǤͷ.  
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3. Results 
3.1. Spatial structure and mass distribution 
In order to aid with the presentation of results, we will define the equivalent height,  
 
ത݄ ൌ ׬ ߩ݀ݖ 
  
which is the  integrated height of the current in the wall normal, z, direction. ത݄ gives an indication of the distribution 
of mass in the streamwise and spanwise directions and is a good representation of the shape of the gravity current.  
The evolution of ത݄ for ߠ ൌ ͳͷ௢ shown in Fig. 1. Low values of ത݄  is shown in blue and high values ofഥ݄   is coloured 
red.  The maximum value of ത݄ and the corresponding time value are shown in the figure.  At t=1, most of the mass 
is concentrated at the centre of the current.  At a later point in time, t=2, the mass moves towards the circumference 
of the current.  As the current propagates down the slope, the mass moves along the circumference of the current 
towards the front.  As a result, the gravity current forms a triangular wedge shape with most of mass concentrated at 
the current front.  This triangular shape (at t=6 and t=10 in Fig. 1) agrees very well with the experimental 
observations of [13].   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Evolution of ത݄ at Re=5000 and ߠ ൌ ͳͷ௢ 
3.2. Front location and velocity 
To investigate how fast the current moves down the slope, the position of the current front, 	ሺሻǡ ߠ ൌ ͳͷ௢
is plotted as a function of time in Fig. 2 (left) The front position is taken as the maximum streamwise location of a 
small threshold value ߳ൌͳͲǦʹ of the current ҧ݄Ǥ We observe very good agreement between our simulations (solid line) 
and the published experimental data (symbols).  Similar agreement is observed for all values of T   
The front velocity is obtained by differentiating the front location with respect to time using a central (3 point 
stencil) finite difference scheme. Figure 2(right) shows the temporal evolution of the front velocity ݑ	ሺݐሻ for the 
four slopes The small circles represents the front velocity of the simulations as obtained from a central finite 
difference scheme. The solid line is there to illustrate the trend and is obtained by running a numerical filter through 
the raw data.  The velocity curves reveals some very interesting dynamics that have not been reported before. Unlike 
circular release gravity currents that spread on horizontal flat surfaces, the downhill slope makes gravitational 
effects more important and gives rise to a second acceleration phase immediately following the first acceleration 
phase. With the exception of the ߠൌʹͲι case, the maximum velocity achieve by the gravity current is at the end of 
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the first acceleration phase. At the end of the first acceleration phase, the current redistributes itself and undergoes a 
second acceleration phase to propel the front velocity to a local maximum value.  The presence of the second 
acceleration phase indicates a rearrangement or redistribution of the heavy material within the current to increase the 
buoyancy at the downstream end of the current near the centerline (ݕൌͲ plane). The second acceleration is not 
found in studies of “planar” (or two-dimensional) gravity currents, or cylindrical, axisymmetric currents on 
horizontal boundaries.  
 
Fig. 2. Location of current front Re = 5000 and ߠ ൌ ͳͷ௢ (left) and velocity of current for ߠൌͷιǡͳͲιǡͳͷι, and ʹͲι (right). 
4. Conclusions 
We present data from highly resolved numerical simulations to investigate the dynamics of a circular finite 
release on a sloping boundary. Simulations were carried out at Re = 5000 with four different slopes (ߠൌͷιǡ ͳͲιǡ ͳͷι, 
and ʹͲι). The shape of the release was chosen to conform to previous experiments of [13]. The simulations predict 
that the current evolve to a triangular wedge shape which agrees with experimental observations. The predicted 
current’s front position also compares very well with the experimental data. Calculations of the current front 
velocity reveal that the gravity current transition through two acceleration phases. This is a new result and we 
attribute it to the rearrangement or redistribution of the heavy material “focusing” the mass towards the front of the 
current.   
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